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Walmart+ is here to make every day easier. Sporting Show Delivery &amp; Pickup Options Gift Note: Shipped to the manufacturer's original package that can reveal the contents. About this item about basketball backboard type portable basketball backboard size 54 backboard material polycarbonate we aim to show you accurate product information. Manufacturers, suppliers, and
others offer what they see here and do not verify it. Take the game to new heights with The Sporting NBA Basketball Hoop. It is built to withstand 21 endless games in the idleo and backyard. The hoop system features a durable polycarbonate backboard and comes with arena-style padding and steel breakaway rims. This portable angle basketball hoop can be adjusted from a
height of 7.5' to a regulation 10', using Exacta's height lift system, which is built so that all ages of players can work on their games. The system is equipped with two wheels to get stability from the base of 34 gals that can be filled with water or sand and take the game you go. The diagonal pole design allows for more play under the basket, so kids can play just like professionals.
This basketball hoop with backboard is designed specifically for outdoor residential play. Spalding NBA 54 In. Portable Angeled Basketball Hop with Polycarbonate Backboard: Board size: 54 x 32 Polycarbonate board with arena-style padding portable angeled basketball hop with steel board frame Slam from 7.5' to 10' height adjustment in 6 incomes with Exacta height lift 3.5
round steel pole with 20-define angle angle Base can be fixed with 34-gal of water or sand Bassetball hop with backboard and 2 wheels for easy mobility designed for outdoor play Angeled pole design allows for more play under the basset, so kids can run plays just like the pros Assembly Product WeightBasketball Backboard TypeCountry of Origin ComponentsSizeMaterialManuacturer Part NumberColor CategoryActual ColorModelBasketball SizeBrandSportCountry of Origin - Assembly118 lbPortableImported54Polycarbonate nbaBrack66673WT54SpaldingBasketballImported78 lbPortableUnited States48Eco-Composite90491Ck Black904917 (Men's - Official) LifetimeBasketballUnited States140
ozPortableImported54PolycarbonatenbaN/AN/A68395WN/ASpaldingBasketballImported52 lbPortableUSA or Imported44Plastic1221Black12214LifetimeBasketballUSA or Imported105 lbPortableUSA or Imported52Polycarbonate1558RedBlack155852LifetimeBasketballUSA or Imported83 lbInground United
States50Polycarbonate71799OrangeOrange717993LifetimeBasketballUnited States80 lbPortableUnited States48Polycarbonate51550 Black Black515507 (Men's - Official) LifetimeBasketballUnited States77 lbIngroundUSA and Import 50 Polycarbonate 1084 Black Black 108450 Lifelong Basketball U.S. 58 lbIngroundUSA oror import 52 lbPortable USA 44 acrylic 1306 blue blue
130644 lifetime basketball UNITED States 28 lbPortableImportedYouthPlastic90022 Black Black 90022N/ Life Life Basketball Import 110 lb Portable United State 54 Polycarbonate 715222 Orange Orange 715254 Lifelong Basketball 47.71 lbIngroundUSA or Import 54 &amp; UpGlass88454gmspaldingBasketballUSA or Import 101 lbPortable United States 50 Polycarbonate 71566
Black Black 715663 (Mini) Lifetime Basketball U.S. Web App Branch Store is responsible for providing billate at the correct current price. Sales tax and shipping are estimates. Please check the store for the exact amount. Product specifications are obtained from the seller or a third party. We will make every effort to provide accurate information, but Bizrate is not responsible for
any inaccuracies. We recommend that you click here to notify us of any mismatches. Store ratings and product reviews are submitted by online shoppers. They do not reflect our opinions and we are not responsible for their content. The store is responsible for providing The correct price and the current price to Bizrate. Sales tax and shipping are estimates. Please check the store
for the exact amount. Product specifications are obtained from the seller or a third party. We will make every effort to provide accurate information, but Bizrate is not responsible for any inaccuracies. We recommend that you click here to notify us of any mismatches. Store ratings and product reviews are submitted by online shoppers. They do not reflect our opinions and we are
not responsible for their content. If you have a basketball hoop at home, the temptation to dunk that ball can be too big to resist. The only problem is that most portable basketball hoops are not designed to withstand much danking. In the Sporting Proslam portable basketball system, the angled pole design allows for more amount of play that occurs under the basket. Hoops are
also designed to support dunks, as well as 34 gallon-based weight. This portable basketball system is also about 10 inches larger vertically than other systems with its backboard. Made from transparent polycarbonate material, the 54-inch backboard gives a real rebound when bouncing more than plastic or acrylic backboards. You can also adjust the height from 7.5 feet to 10 feet
relatively easily. The other feature of the Sporting Proslam portable basketball system here is that the rim of this portable system is a breakway rim, so you don't have to worry about aggressive dunks causing a lot of damage. This design reduces chips even in portable systems, whether using water in the base or sand or sandbag. I think it will take a few hours to assemble this
basketball hoop completely. We've found that steel poles are pretty weatherAggressive players can affect the pole, cause scratches and promote corrosion over time. But in the normal family play process, we found this basketball hoop to be very durable. If you have an average game of HORSE to play, this system can make it happen. Diagonal poles take a little time to get used to
having for a little taller player. If you are playing under the basket, you may need to avoid steel with your head. Otherwise, this basketball hoop provides a good way to play on your drive path every time the impulse hits the basketball. An important point to consider in The Sporting Proslam Portable Basketball System It features a 16-inch board offset accompanied by a blowmolded board pad. The total pole angle of this basketball system is 20 degrees. The backboard size is 54x30 inches and the NBA is fully licensed. The lift system features Exacta-Height technology, which is trademarked by Spalding. Most portable systems give vibration in shots. This is the main difference between the best ground basketball system and the best portable
basketball system. However, the vibration of the Sporting Proslam Portable Basketball System supports today's gameplay with minimal and relative consistency. This basketball hoop is not going to compare with a professional quality system. But if you need a hoop at home on a road and your budget is limited, this is a sure choice to make today. Click here to compare Amazon
prices and get great deals. What's next look at all of our favorite portable basketball hoops here! We have found maximum quality and value in a complete portable and adjustable basketball system. Let's take a look at the top rating picks in this article for the best portable basketball hoops. Also see our Buyer's Guide, how to choose the best portable basketball hoops. Sporting Pro
Basketball Hoop Lifetime Portable Basketball Hoop Lifetime Portable Basketball HoopBackboardSpolding NBA 54 Polycarbonate 44x 30x 2 Acrylic Fusion 44 High Density Polyethylene Fusion 44 High Density Polyethylene Height 7 Adjustable. Adjusted from 5 feet to 10 feet 8' - 10'7.5 to 10 feet Special Features Breakaway Rim System 18 Orange Classic Rim 18 Inch Black Solid
Steel Rim Customer Rating 4.2 / 5.0 stars4.2 / 5.0 stars4.0 / 5.0 stars Also see: Portable Basketball Fu P - Price Comparison Table Sporting Proslam Portable NBA 54 Angle Pole Backboard Basketball System At a Look: Backboard: Sporting NBA 54 Polycarbonate Backboard - Polycarbonate Backboard Material Construction Height Height height is adjustable from 7.5 feet to 10
feet in 6 inch increments Base: 34 gallon base pole: 34 gallon base pole:Powerful Steel Pole Design Hoop/Net: Breakaway Rim System and Net Rate are included: 4.1/5.0S Spalding Pro Slam Portable NBA 54 Angle Pole Backboard Basketball System is what our editors choose and is legitimately so. It offers a highly durable 54 polycarbonate backboard designed to stand up to
years of daily wear and tear and provides excellent weather resistance. With regulation-sized hoops and angled poles, this portable basketball system allows you to invite more professional-style plays to perform and easily participate in action under hoops. In addition, it is adjustable in units of 6 inches from 7.5 feet to 10 feet high to correspond to almost all old teen or adult
preferences at basket height. You will enjoy excellent stability with a sturdy steel pole structure, and a durable 34 gallon base designed to keep the system in place, but if you need to relocate it, the base is equipped with wheels for greater carryability. With the Breakaway Rim System, you can enjoy showing off those slam dunks just like the pros. You can't do this wrong by
selecting this as your portable basketball setup for home use. Sporting Proslam Portable NBA 54 is a place where quality and affordable prices come together in one great hoop! Lifetime 90023 Portable Basketball System, 44 Inch Backboard First Eye: Backboard: 44 x 30x 2 Acrylic Fusion Backboard Back: Quick Adjustment II Height Adjustment, Adjust from 8'-10' with 6 Inch
Increment Base: Heavy Duty 31 Gallon Portable Base Pole: 3pc Black 3 Inch Steel Pole System Resistant Weathery Finish Hoops/Nets: Includes 18 inch orange classic rims made of 5/8 solid steel with 1/2 steel brace and all-weather nylon netting: 4.2/5.0 lifetime 90023 portable basketball system gives them a classy professional glass look It features a 44-inch backboard called
Acrylic Fusion. It also includes a classic 18-inch orange rim that provides solid steel durability, and an all-weather network made of nylon. Click More to easily adjust the height of the basket from 8 feet to 10 feet (in 6 inches) to suit your specific preferences. The three-piece black steel pole system is 3 in diameter and the powder is coated to resist chipping and rust. To adjust the
height, use a long pole to reach and trigger the Quick Adjustment II Height Adjustment component and adjust it quickly and easily as needed. Lifetime 44' Telescope Basketball System - Model 90040 - Features &amp; Benefits Video It is secured by a durable wheeled base that makes it easy to move and still keep it stable and up-to-date.Day. With acrylic backboard and lightweight
system, this LIfetime unit is probably the best portable basketball hoop for money. A limited five-year warranty is the icing of the cake for this model. Made in the United States. Lifetime height adjustable portable basketball system, 44 inch backboard: 44 impact backboard is made up of high density polyethylene height: expansion mechanism base adjusting from 7.5 to 10 feet in 6
inch increments: heavy duty 27 gallon base pole: 3pc. Round pole hoops/nets attached to heavy duty portable bases: 18 inch black solid steel rims, 1/2 inch steel braces and all-weather nylon netRating: 4.0/5.0Click Watch LessThis system provides durability and virtually undeken high density polyethylene backboards to provide reliable service and weather resistance for many
years. The backboard is designed to last and comes with attractive graphics that are UV fade resistant. The pole is made from three parts of the round metal telescopic section and is adjustable in 6-inch units, from 7.5 feet to 10 feet high. Lifetime 44' Telescope Basketball System - Model 90040 - Features &amp; Benefits Video But it does not come with the same quick adjustment
II height adjustment as previously reviewed life model. For stability, it is equipped with a heavy duty wheeled base with a capacity of 27 gallons. For the money this is a really decent adjustable portable basketball system, especially if you're buying it for young players. This is the perfect beginner's life basketball hoop and will provide years of fun for the whole family. It is made in the
United States and is supported by a limited five-year warranty. If you're looking for a combination of durability and affordable, this may be just one. Lifetime Youth Basketball Hoops: Backboard: 32 Youth Impact Backboard Height: Stretch Height Adjustment Mechanism can be easily adjusted from 5.5 to 7.5 inches base: 10 gallon base provides stability and portability. All-weather
nylon net rating: 4.1 / 5.0 Youth of your life will love this lifetime portable basketball system. The height of the basket is easily adjustable from 5.5 feet to 7.5 feet at 6 inches, so you can play the game and learn to make it perfect, so you can grow up with your kids. 32 backboards are designed with fade-resistant graphics and are made of high impact materials for long lasting use.
Click to see more Les Paul is made of powder coated telescopic steel, allowing for chip and weather resistance. The pole is secured with a 10 gallon netball base for stability and easy portability. 15 rims are made of 0.5 steel and are designed to be folded when not in use,Space-saving options for indoor storage. This model does not have a regulation-sized rim, so be careful when
purchasing basketball. The mesh is made from all-weather nylon. Your child will have an explosion in this road basketball system, and don't be surprised if they actually get away from electronics and some outdoor activities for changes. It's a win-win for all. SKLZ Pro Mini Basketball Hoop System. Adjustable height 3.5 feet-7 feet and 7 mini balls at a look: Backboard: 33 inch x23
backboard, anti-grinding clear polycarbonate height: height adjustable 3.5 feet to 7 feet. Base: Weighted Mobile Bass (31.6 x 20 x 6.3) Pole: Adjustable Steel Pole Hoops/Net: Spring Action Breakaway Rim, All Weather Nylon Net, 7 Mini Basketball: 3.6/5.0 Last, but certainly at least, SKLZ Pro Mini Basketball Hoop System. There are big things in this little package, such as spring
action breakaway rims, 33 inch clear polycarbonate crushed backboards, and 7 rubber mini basketballs that work perfectly with 14.5 pro grade rims especially for the little rims of your life. Click More to easily adjust the height from 3.5 feet to 7 feet, allowing you to fit the young one longer. It is equipped with a weighted base of 31.6 x 20 x 6.3' and is very easy to transport. To see
the process of parts and assemblies, see this assembly video. Perhaps our favorite feature about SLKZ Portable Basketball Hoops is the ability to lower it to just 3.5 feet. This feature is perfect for junior use, taking it along on the go and using it for indoor play or putting it by the pool for some wet wild basketball fun! It works well in small spaces and is not too heavy to move around.
Summer has arrived and you will enjoy outdoor activities and entertainment. Everywhere people have parties, cook-outs, and other fun gatherings in their homes. Your favorite activity of all time at these gatherings is a friendly, or not-so-friendly competition centered on basketball and hoops! What is the best portable basketball hoop? But don't you want the hassle and limitations
of permanent placement of posts? We've identifiedThe best portable hoops out there to keep you on top of your game! Family reunions, spending the day in the park, going on camping trips, etc., we have made it our mission to find the best portable children basketball hoops to keep your kids happy while you do other things or just relax. We researched dozens and hunted down
what we believe is the 5 best outdoor basketball hoops available after putting them into true testing of portability, individual usage flexibility and quality. In addition, to help you choose the one that best meets your portable basketball goals needs, we have created this purchase guide for your use, completed a full review for each of the top 5 best portable basketball systems, and
created a comparison table for your convenience. We are sure that you will find the perfect one for your needs! It makes sense to get the biggest hit when it comes to quality if you invest in portable basketball hoops at a price that builds the longevity reliability of the Quality settings setup. This is why I completed the review and comparison chart and finished my homework. So if
you want to spend a lot of time, searching, and frustration on your own, we recommend that you make the most of our efforts on your behalf. We're sharing the top 5 picks for the best portable basketball hoops under Depending on the specific model you choose, your new portable basketball hoop setup may vary in this category depending on the ease of setup. To help with the
assembly of large hoops, we recommend extra people or two people. Longevity of ease of use Obviously, if you are buying a full-size portable basketball hoop, this is not much of a problem. But if you are buying hoops for children, remember the age and height of the child. If they are still pretty young and small, children's basketball goals can grow up with your kids so they should
work perfectly over the years because they are adjustable. But if they are approaching teens, you can consider bypassing the child's hoops. They may surpass it long before you think. Stability The portable basketball hoops we have reviewed are used according to the manufacturer's instructions and provide good stability as long as they are weighted. It is also highly
recommended to place hoops in areas of the road as high as possible. These basketball goals are not designed to allow a person to hang from a hoop and are not counterweighted. When it comes to buying a price point portable basketball system, not everyone has the same budget. This is where due diligence occurs (please allow wording). The best portable basketball hoop
system for youIt will meet your needs and fall within your budget. The reviewed hoops above have a variety of price points, and these are the top five picks, so I'm sure you'll find something that will give you years of fun in the price range. As you know, Amazon has become the most efficient market for purchasing the most common consumer goods. If you want to buy the best
portable basket hoops, you may want to see what Amazon's online market data has to say about this purchase decision. And we are offered you a way to give you the Amazon Top 10 bestsellers for the best portable basketball hoops and basketball hoop system (complete kit). Q: Do you have wheels or rollers? A: Yes! All of the above models have wheels that facilitate portability,
but with the exception of children's portable basketball hoops, these systems are very heavy and much harder to move if the base is still full when trying to move the unit. Q: Is the grinding of the backboard resistant? A: The above review model of portable basketball goals is designed to be durable and long-term and is made from materials intended to withstand years of use.
However, always be aware of unit weighting to prevent damage to all parts of the basketball system that can occur in the event of a hard fall. Q: Does a portable basketball hoop chip easily over? A: Yes, if it is not properly weighted according to the manufacturer's instructions. To avoid this problem, be sure to follow the instructions that came with it. Also keep in mind that while
playing hoop games on a portable system, you should not hang hanging on the rim. Weighted, but not designed for this purpose, it can cause personal injury or system falls/damage. Q: Is there a regulated size of hoops? A: Some of our top five best basketball hoops are the size of regulations for use in the road or backyard, but some are not. See our comparison chart to see
which regulatory size and which size are not. Q: Are these portable basketball systems easy to assemble? A: Some are certainly easier than others, especially children's models. It may also take up to three hours or more to assemble part of a portable basketball system. Some people prefer to pay a nominal fee to assemble the system for them. If you think you are ready to buy
the best portable basketball hoops for the path area and often move it, you can use bricks and heavy rocks to weigh it, so you don't have to empty the base with sand or water every time you need to rearrange it. If you just haven't stored it in your garage or any other internal storage area between, check it outIn the case of strong winds, make sure that they are weighted
sufficiently. Strong wind gusts may blow off units that are not well weighted or otherwise secured, which could cause possible damage. To ensure stability, set the new portable basketball system to the level of the area as much as possible. Carefully consider your needs with adjustable basketball hoops before purchase. To choose the one that best meets your specific
requirements, check out our handy comparison table. If you want to buy for kids, make sure you are buying the best kids basketball hoops for your child's age and height. If you are a parent, today's best portable basketball hoops for your kids are unlikely to be the same choice just a year or two after purchase. You'd like to make sure that it can be used for them for years to now. If
having a basketball hoop of regulated size is an important consideration, please refer to our handy comparison chart to be sure to choose the one that suits your bill. It's very disappointing to stick to something other than what you were really on the market. Now that you've selected the best portable basketball hoops, it's time for you, your family and friends to get out there and get
your game out. Just think of all the fun you need to develop to have your very own portable/adjustable basketball hoops at home! Just be careful not to teach them too well, or they may have shown you in no time at all! Thank you for reading 5 best portable basketball hoops. We hope that this article will help you discover the best basketball system to meet your needs and
preferences. If you have any questions or comments, please use this contact form. And if you're shopping for other gear, take a look at these related review articles from Outside Pursuit: SPORTS &amp; Hobbies Electric Scooter , Aggressive Inline Skating, Inline Speed Skating, Outdoor Basketball, Outdoor Basketball Shoes, Basketball Hoops, Water Sports Shoes, Pickle Ball
Paddles, etc. GOPRO Alternatives Drones for GOPRO - Indoor Soccer Shoes - Cooler Ice Packs - 12 Volt Coolers - Camp Air Mattresses - Waterproof Backpacks - Waterproof Boots 2020-10-22 Last Update / Affiliate Links / Images from The Amazon Product Advertising API
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